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Abstract: The study of man-made systems which demonstrate certain behaviors that are found to be distinctive characters of natural living systems, found in nature, is called Artificial Life. Artificial life supplements the classic biological science which is focused on the investigation of living organisms by trying to produce life-like characteristics in computer and other such machines. Artificial life is focused on developing an understanding of the fundamental doctrines of life by either creating life-like characteristics in simulations created by computers or by actual physical implementations. Though, the aim of artificial life is concentrated towards both the future and origin of biology, yet the complexity of the subject area requires involvement of other fields of science. The practical as well as the scientific impact of the field of artificial life are equally far reaching.
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1. Introduction

Since 1980s, the field of artificial life has examined various living systems by an artificial and synthetic approach, with the aim of developing a better understanding of life by means of software. Researchers are of the opinion that the first artificial life model was developed in 1951 by von Neumann [1]. The concept of automata of was described on a cellular level and a self-replicating system was proposed with the intention of developing a universal formal computation system that will be prone to unrestricted evolution [2, 3]. Self-replicating loops were proposed in 1984 [4] which were a lot simpler.

At the same time, the researchers from the field of cybernetics were focusing on the control and communication aspects in these systems [5, 6]. The discipline of cybernetics aims to describe the phenomena in regard to their respective functionalities instead of the substrate. It was proposed by Langton [4] that life demands to be studied as a property of form rather than matter. This is in close relation to the concepts followed by cybernetics. So it can be safely said that ALife is closely related to the field of cybernetics. Furthermore, the fundamental theories of homeostasis [7] and autopoiesis [8] are derived from the field of cybernetics.

Apart from cybernetics, ALife and artificial (AI) are also related where ALife is more focused on systems which can simulate the nature and its laws and AI is aimed at simulating the human intelligence. Another major difference is that of the different modeling strategies used by ALife and AI.

2. ALife and AI

Although ALife and Artificial Intelligence (AI) are quite different from each other, yet both the fields of computer science are somewhat connected by means of ALife’s roots in machine learning. The fields of ALife and AI depict a certain amount of similarity as both these fields of computer science rely on similar methodologies, erupting from natural phenomenon. However, there are remarkable differences between AI and ALife. Majority of the classical methods of AI are serial systems that best defined in a top-down manner, comprising of very complex controllers that are centralized and make decisions on the basis of global knowledge of the system. The decisions made by the centralized controller are very much capable of having an impact on any part of the system. Whereas, in contrast to this approach, numerous living systems existing in nature demonstrate highly complex and self-governing behavior which is parallel in nature, depicting the behavior of a
distributed network, comprised of low-level agents. The decisions made by each agent are made on the basis of their local environment and local knowledge. As can be seen, this approach is in contrast to the centralized approach of the AI models where on centralized controller makes decisions on the basis of global knowledge. The ALife models are defined in a bottom-up manner which is characteristic of simple agents that are parallel in nature and act in a local manner. These types of models are called agent-based models. The overall behavior of the system emerges as a result of the interactions among the agents.

3. Digital Evolution

Researchers believe that the most efficient way to study the issues about evolving systems is by their implementation in the software. This approach has been central trend in the field of ALife. The earliest significant such implementation in the digital world was Tierra [11]. Simply put, Tierra was a population of computer program that was self-replicating in nature and resided in the computer memory. The genotype comprised of machine code, with each Tierran creature an instance of some genotype. The simulation of the program started with the self-replication of a single ancestor that was placed in the computer memory. The process of self-replication by the ancestor and its subsequent child continues until the point when the computer memory is full of such creatures, sharing the same genotype of their ancestor. Among the overall population, older creatures are eliminated so as to create space for new progenies. The population evolves by means of natural selection in case of any errors or mutation as it is said. If a certain error or mutation allows the program to replicate quickly, that particular mutated genotype will tend to spread among the population. As a result, over time, the population becomes extraordinarily diverse. Subsequently, millions of CPU cycles later, the Tierran population now contains several different types of creatures that demonstrate various different relationships in their ecology.

4. Categories of ALife

ALife has been categorized into three extensive but inter-related branches that relate to three different respective methodologies. The majority of the ALife research is in the area of Soft ALife which is aimed at creating simulations depicting life-like behavior. Hard ALife is aimed at developing hardware implementations. Wet ALife is aimed at producing living systems from certain bio-chemical materials [9]. In broader sense, therefore, it can be said that ALife is the synthesis and simulation of living systems which is aimed at developing a better understanding of life and life forms by simulations.

4.1. Autonomy

Since its inception, ALife has been closely related to the theories of biological autonomy and autopoiesis [10]. Autopoiesis describes the constrained grid of processes which self-maintain the organization in such a manner that it makes them easier to be identified in a chemical substance [11].

4.2. Self-Organization

Self-organization is the ability of systems where local interaction can result in global behaviors for example swarm of bees, flock of birds or traffic pattern [12, 13, 14, 15]. The traditional examples of self-organization in ALife are snowflakes [16] and boids [17] which use pattern formation and cooperative motion [18]. Some researchers argue that the characteristic of self-reflection is a special case of the concept of self-organization because in the process of replication, the object under consideration can conserve as well as duplicate its organization on its own. Self-maintenance is also another exceptional case of self-organization that is more in close relation to homeostasis [19]. Researchers have developed very sophisticated robots which are based on the swarm intelligence. Such feature of self-organization has been a motivation for computational intelligence.
4.3. Adaptation

Any change in an agent or within a system in reaction to the environment which will consequently help that particular system or agent to achieve their goal is called adaptation [15]. Researchers consider adaptation to be the fundamental characteristic of all living systems that is extremely important for autonomy and the very survival of the system or agent. In contrast to AI which is more concerned with predicting and controlling, ALife is more focusing in developing the capability of adaptability in AI [20]. However it must be noted that predictability is as much important as is adaptability, both in natural systems as well as in artificial systems.

4.4. Evolution

Evolution has been one of the key concepts explored by computer sciences with prime focus on evolutionary algorithms like genetic algorithm [21] and computational intelligence [22]. All such evolutionary algorithms are focused on finding the best possible and optimum solution out of an infinitesimally large search space.

5. Applications of ALife

5.1. Artificial Societies

Researchers have described the societies on the basis of relationships between the individuals belonging to the same species. Investigation of all likelihoods of social interactions which used to be very difficult to explore in complex systems has now become possible by the help of computational modeling [23]. The societal modeling concepts have paved the way for developing ALife games like Creatures and TheSims [24].

5.2. Computational Biology

Neural networks as well as evolutionary algorithms have found the very basis of modern computations and have proved that concepts derived from biology can be used as the central concepts in other sciences. Neural networks, derived from biology, have been used to develop distributed computation models. Many of these have been used by ALife in different stages and models. The biological immune systems have served as motivation and central logic of numerous new advancements in the field of computer security, as well as in the field of optimization [24].

Figure 3. A large scale Artificial Society created by ALife models.

6. The Future

Researchers believe that an improved understanding of life will help in enabling us to make intelligent decisions in regard to environmental resources, social life, development of cities, commercial development of biotechnology and many other areas of applied sciences.

The sophisticated nature of the living systems has been the limiting factor when it comes to the scalability of artificial systems that are to be designed. Such concepts can be applied to electric circuits as the relations of the components can be regulated and optimized. The concepts and perceptions of ALife are slowly and gradually infiltrating biological sciences the same was as complex computational modeling is making its way into all fields of biological sciences. If the current trend continues in the field of ALife, soon we would have to revise ourconcepts about real and artificial.

Although artificial life (ALife) is related to artificial intelligence (AI) yet there are very critical differences between the two subject areas, mainly among the modeling strategies used by AI and ALife. Majority of the classic AI models are top-down identified serial systems which use a very sophisticated and centralized controller which is responsible of making decisions on the basis of all the states. The decisions of the controller are capable of affecting any or all the system aspects of the whole system. In contrast, as can be observed, majority of the natural systems are parallel or non-linear, having inter-relations based on agents that interact with each other. The decisions of the agents are based on the information available specifically to that particular agent and they are so designed that the decisions of the agents have an impact only on the location of that particular agent. The models followed in ALife are specified by following a bottom-top non-linear systems of agents which interact in their local capacity. As a result of these several local interactions between agents, a global change can be observed.

The synthetic approach of ALife has numerous advantages. The fact that a theory related to life can be expressed by computer code renders it an extremely high level of accuracy
and precision. Computer generated models have been observed to simplify the extent of conceptualization that is found to be a prerequisite for constructing outstanding models of natural phenomena.

An important part of the research conducted in the field of ALife is mainly concerned with implementing the research in real life situation, instead of merely carrying out computer simulations. As a result, such products and systems can be engineered which exhibit life-like characteristics. However, a significant part of the research conducted in this field is purely theoretical and aimed to develop a better understanding of life by understanding the very essence of life. The problems that can be solved by ALife can include developing electronic hardware to bio-inspired robotics by making use of evolutionary algorithms which simulate nature inspired processes like the concept of swarm intelligence of bees and flocks of birds by actual swarm of robots.

6.1. Health/Medicine

The growing complexity of the current health-care system has made it ideal for applications from ALife [25]. The ALife applications demand a thorough understanding of very nature of the health-care system which encompasses the understanding of the behavior of the system, responding to the changes in the system, dealing with the monetary issues and, in future, making the whole system adaptable to non-linearity of the real world issues.

6.2. Transport

In most of the metropolitan cities all around the world, the traffic and transportation system poses a large scale complexity and non-linearity. Models and simulations from ALife can be applied to the traffic movement as well as for developing infrastructure network [26]. The number of engineering applications in ALife are only bound to increase in the near future.

6.3. Artificial Societies and Artificial Economies

The ALife models have been vastly applied into what is now described as artificial societies and artificial economies. The agent-based modeling which uses the bottom-up effect among the social systems has been used to generate models which can be simulated in artificial environments. If the bottom-up effect methods of ALife are applied to the markets, the artificial societies evolve into artificial economy. The economic systems are highly complex entities which face several non-linear components and variables. In this regard, the ALife models have a natural ability to deal with all these non-linearities that deal with the non-equilibrium phenomenon.

7. Conclusion

A majority of the real world problems were solved by mathematical programming methods. However, it must be noted that a large portion of the real world problems which were traditionally solved by the optimization methods and mathematical programming techniques were somewhat smaller in scale. Many of the engineering problems in the real world are combinatorial, consequently posing large dimensionality as it is very difficult to modularize all such problems. Since its inception, ALife is slowly integrating into almost all fields of sciences. Specially in all such environments where a human controller is required to make complex decisions based upon several different variables, the ALife based models can simplify the decision making process, thereby making things easier.
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